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Abstract
We initiate the theoretical study of Ext-TSP, a problem that originates in the area of profile-guided
binary optimization. Given a graph G = (V, E) with positive edge weights w : E → R+ , and a
non-increasing discount function f (·) such that f (1) = 1 and f (i) = 0 for i > k, for some parameter
k that is part of the problem definition. The problem is to sequence the vertices V so as to maximize
P
f (|du − dv |) · w(u, v), where dv ∈ {1, . . . , |V |} is the position of vertex v in the sequence.
(u,v)∈E
We show that Ext-TSP is APX-hard to approximate in general and we give a (k + 1)approximation algorithm for general graphs and a PTAS for some sparse graph classes such as planar
or treewidth-bounded graphs.
Interestingly, the problem remains challenging even on very simple graph classes; indeed, there
is no exact no(k) time algorithm for trees unless the ETH fails. We complement this negative result
with an exact nO(k) time algorithm for trees.
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1

Introduction

Profile-guided binary optimization (PGO) is an effective technique in modern compilers to
improve performance by optimizing how binary code is laid out in memory. At a very high
level, the idea is to collect information about typical executions of an application and then use
this information to re-order how code blocks are laid out in the binary to minimize instruction
cache misses, which in turn translates into running time performance gains. Newell and
Pupyrev [20] recently introduced an optimization problem, which they call the Extended
TSP (Ext-TSP) problem that aims at maximizing the number of block transitions that do
not incur a cache miss.
The input to the Ext-TSP problem is a weighted directed graph G = (V, E), which in
the context of PGO corresponds to the control flow representation of the code we are trying
to optimize: Every node u ∈ V corresponds to a basic block of code (for the purposes of this
paper we can think of each of these blocks as a single instruction that takes a fixed amount of
memory to encode); every edge (u, v) ∈ E represents the possibility of an execution jumping
from u to v, and the weight w(u, v) captures how many times the profiler recorded said
jump during the data collection phase. Our ultimate goal is to find a linear ordering of
the nodes, each of which represents a possible code layout of the binary; we let this linear
ordering be encoded by a one-to-one function d : V → {1, . . . , |V |}. Finally, each edge (u, v)
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contributes f (|du − dv |) · w(u, v) to the objective, where |du − dv | is the distance between
the edge endpoints in the linear ordering, and f (·) is a non-increasing discount function such
that f (1) = 1 and f (i) = 0 for i > k, where k = O(1) is part of the problem definition.
Newell and Pupyrev [20] designed and evaluated heuristics for Ext-TSP leading to
significantly faster binaries. Their implementation is available in the open source project
Binary Optimization and Layout Tool (BOLT) [17, 20, 22].
they found

 In their experiments,

v|
that setting k to be a small constant1 and f (|du − dv |) = 1 − |du −d
for 1 < |du − dv | < k,
k
yields the best results. The high level intuition is that the discount factor is a proxy for the
probability that taking the jump causes a cache miss. Thus, the Ext-TSP objective aims at
maximizing the number of jumps that do not cause a cache miss.
In this paper we initiate the theoretical study of Ext-TSP by providing a variety of
hardness and algorithmic results for solving the problem both in the approximate and the
exact sense in both general and restricted graph classes.

1.1

Our results

We show that Ext-TSP is APX-hard to approximate in general. We give a polynomial
k
time (k + 1)-approximation algorithm and a nO( ϵ ) time (2 + ϵ)-approximation for general
k
graphs. We also give a nO( ϵ ) time (1 + ϵ)-approximation for some sparse graphs classes such
as planar or treewidth-bounded graphs.
Interestingly, the problem remains challenging even on very simple graph classes; indeed,
there is no exact no(k) time algorithm for trees unless the ETH fail. Finally, we complement
this negative result with an exact nO(k) time algorithm for trees.

1.2

Related work

PGO techniques have been studied extensively in the compiler’s community. Code reordering is arguably the most impactful optimization among existing PGO techniques [22].
The classical approach for code layout is initiated by Pettis and Hansen [24], who formulated
the problem of finding an ordering of basic blocks as a variant of the maximum directed
TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM on a control flow graph. They describe two
greedy heuristics for positioning of basic blocks. Later, one of the heuristics (seemingly
producing better results) has been adopted by the community, and it is now utilized by
many modern compilers and binary optimizers, including LLVM and GCC. Very recently,
Newell and Pupyrev [20] extended the classical model and suggested a new optimization
problem, called Extended-TSP. With an extensive evaluation of real-world and synthetic
applications, they found the objective of Ext-TSP is closely related to the performance of a
binary; thus, an improved solution of the problem yields faster binaries. We refer to [20] for
a complete background on this literature.
The problem of laying out data in memory to minimize the cache misses has been studied
in the Algorithms community [1, 12, 19, 30]. In this setting a number of requests arrives
online and our job is to design an eviction policy [31]. Even though ultimately, we are also
concerned with minimizing cache misses, there are two main differences: first, the profile data
gives us information about future request that we can exploit to improve locality; second,
this optimization is done at the compiler, which does not have control over the operating
system’s cache eviction policy. The benchmark used for online algorithms is the competitive
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ratio: the number of cache misses incurred by the online algorithm divided by the number of
cache misses incurred by an optimal algorithm that knows the entire sequence of requests in
advance. It is known that the best competitive ratio is Θ(k) for deterministic algorithms
and is Θ(log k) [1], where k is the size of the cache.
There are many classical optimization problems that seek for to sequence the vertex set of
a graph to optimizing some objective function. The two most closely related to our problem
are Max TSP and Min Bandwidth.
An instance of Max TSP consists of a weighted undirected graph and our objective is
sequence the vertex set to maximize the weight of adjacent nodes. The problem is known to be
APX-hard [23] and a number of approximation algorithms are known [4,7,13,15,16,18,21,28],
with the best being the 5/4-approximation of Dudycz et al. [7] that runs in O(n3 ).
An instance of Min Bandwidth consists of an undirected graph and our objective is to
sequence the vertex set to minimize the maximum distance between the endpoints of any
edge in the graph. The problem admits an nO(b) time exact algorithm [26], where b is the
bandwidth of the graph. On the negative side, there is no exact g(b)no(b) time algorithm [5]
and unless the ETH fails, even in trees of pathwidth at most two. Several poly-logarithmic
approximation algorithms exist for different graphs classes [9, 11, 14]; on the other hand, it is
NP-hard to approximate the problem within any constant even for caterpillars [6].
A somewhat related problem is the Min Linear Arrangement problem. An instance
consists of an undirected graph and our objective is to sequence the vertex set to minimize
the sum of the distances between the endpoints of each edge in the graph. Minimizing this
objective function is equivalent to maximizing the Ext TSP objective function with the
discount function f (i) = 1 − i/n. Min Linear Arrangement admits polynomial-time exact
algorithms on trees [29]; however, we are not aware of any results for higher treewidth. There
are several poly-logarithmic approximation algorithms [3, 8, 10, 25] based on the spreading
metrics technique of Even et al. [8]; however it is unclear how these techniques can be made
to work for Ext TSP. Moreover, for our applications, we are interested in the regime where
k ≪ n, so this connection does not yield a result of practical relevance.

2

Problem definition and hardness

An instance of Ext-TSP problem consists of a directed graph G = (V, E) with positive
edge weights w : E → R+ and a non-increasing discount function f (·) where f (1) = 1 and
f (i) = 0 for i > k, where k, where k is a parameter that is part of the problem definition.
The problem is to sequence the vertices V so that dv ∈ {1, . . . , |V |} is position of vertex v
with the objective to maximize
X
f (|du − dv |) · w(u, v)
(u,v)∈E

The first thing to notice is that the fact that we could have defined the problem on an
undirected graph since the contribution of an edge (u, v) to the objective only depends on its
weight and the distance between its two endpoints, and is independent of whether it is a
forward or a backward jump. Indeed, we can reduce the undirected case to the directed case
and vice versa: Given an undirected graph, we can orient the edges arbitrarily; while given a
directed graph we can combine pairs of anti-parallel edges into a single edge by adding up
their weight.
In order to simplify our exposition, from now on we assume the input graph is undirected.
Right away, this allows us to relate Ext-TSP to Max TSP and Min Bandwidth, which
in turn yields the following hardness results. Finally, for the sake of succinctness, we extend
P
the edge weight function to subsets of edges; namely, w(S) = e∈S w(e) for S ⊆ E.
ISAAC 2021
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C

node in C
node in V \ C
dangling node

Figure 1 Dangling nodes of a root connected component C.

▶ Theorem 1. The Ext-TSP problem exhibits the following hardness:
1. it is APX-hard, even when k = 1,
2. does not admit an exact no(k) time algorithm unless the ETH fails, even in trees.
Proof. For the first part, we use the relation between Ext-TSP and Max TSP, which is
known to be APX-hard [23]. Recall that the objective of the latter problem is to maximize
P
(u,v)∈E:|du −dv |=1 w(u,v) given an undirected graph. We can reduce an instance of Max
TSP to an undirected instance of Ext-TSP with k = 1 where f (1) = 1 and f (2) = 0.
Therefore, Ext-TSP is APX-hard even when k = 1.
For the second part, we use the relation to Min Bandwidth. Recall that the objective
of the latter problem is to minimize max(u,v)∈E |du − dv |, the optimal value of this objective
is called the bandwidth of the graph. Given an instance G with bandwidth b, consider the
Ext-TSP instance where f (i) = 1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ k and f (k + 1) = 0; if k = b then the objective
of this instance must be w(E) as there exists a sequencing where the endpoints of every
edge are within at most k of one another. It follows that, if we could have an no(k) time
algorithm for Ext-TSP that implies an no(b) time algorithms, which does not exist even for
very simple trees unless the ETH fails [5].
◀

3

Exact Algorithms

In this section we complement the hardness from the previous section by developing an exact
algorithm for trees whose running time is polynomial when k = O(1).
▶ Theorem 2. There is an nO(k) time algorithm for solving Ext-TSP optimally on trees.
Proof. Let T be the input tree. Consider an optimal solution opt, and let O be the set of
realized edges, that is, the subset of edges whose endpoints are at distance at most k in opt.
Without loss of generality we assume that each connected component of O is laid out in a
contiguous stretch in the optimal sequencing. Using this simple insight, we use dynamic
programming (DP) to build a solution for the connected component C that has the root
of the tree, and solve separately the subtree rooted at nodes that are not in C but that
have a parent in C; we call such nodes dangling nodes of C (see Figure 1). Without loss of
generality, we assume that |C| ≥ k. If C happens to be smaller, we can guess the optimal
sequencing for C (there are only nk−1 choices), solve separately the subproblems rooted at
dangling nodes of C, and keep the best solution.
Our algorithm is based on a subtle DP formulation. Each DP state represents succinctly
a partial solution for a subtree of T , and it is defined by a tuple (z, σ, R), where
z ∈ V is the root of the subtree of T we are trying to solve,
σ is a sequence of exactly k nodes in Tz , the subtree of T rooted at z,
R is the set of edges incident on σ that have already been realized.
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node in σ
node in Tz \ σ
entry port of t
reachable from an entry port
realized edge in R

Figure 2 Two example showing the entry ports of a node t ∈ Tz \ σ. On the left, all entry ports
of t are open, while on the right all entry ports of t are closed.

It is worth noting that although the structure of the DP states builds on that used in the
algorithm of Saxe [26] for Min Bandwidth, the fact that we do not necessarily realize all
edges means we need new ideas and a more involved DP formulation to solve Ext-TSP.
Our high level goal is to build an edge weighted graph H over these tuples plus two
dummy source and sink nodes s and t such that every optimal solution to the Ext-TSP
problem on the subtree Tz induces an s-t path whose weight equals the value of this solution;
and conversely, every s-t path induces an Ext-TSP solution of Tz whose value equals the
weight of the path. Thus, once the graph is defined and the equivalence established, solving
Ext-TSP amounts to a shortest path computation in H.
To provide some motivation and intuition on the definitions that will follow, consider an
optimal solution of Tz realizing a subset of edges O, where C is the connected component
of (Tz , O) that contains the root z, and let τ be the optimal sequence for C. Note that τ
realizes O[C], and by our earlier assumption |τ | ≥ k. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , |C| − k + 1} we let
σ j be the subsequence of τ from j to j + k − 1 and we let Rj be the subset of edges realized
by the first j + k − 1 positions of τ that have at least one endpoint in σ j . Then the path
induced by τ in H will be
s → (z, σ 1 , R1 ) → (z, σ 2 , R2 ) → · · · → (z, σ |C|−k+1 , R|C|−k+1 ) → t
The weight of the first edge s → (z, σ 1 , R1 ) will be defined as the contribution of σ 1 to
the objective, that is the total discounted (according to σ 1 ) weight of edges R1 . The weight
of the last edge (z, σ |C|−k+1 , R|C|−k+1 ) → t will be defined as the value of the subproblems
defined by dangling nodes of σ |C|−k+1 not spanned by R|C|−k+1 . Finally, the weight of an
edge (z, σ j , Rj ) → (z, σ j+1 , Rj+1 ) will be defined as the value of the subproblem defined by
dangling nodes of σ j \ σ j+1 not spanned by Rj+1 plus the discounted weight of Rj+1 \ Rj .
Since we do not double count any contributions, the weight of the path adds up to the value
of the optimal solution for Tz .
Our goal is to impose some restrictions on the vertices and edges in H so that every s-t
path induces a solution of equal value in Tz . To that end we will define the notion of valid
tuples and valid edges, but before we do that, we must introduce a few more concepts.
Given a tuple (z, σ, R) we say that a node u ∈ σ is an entry port for a node t ∈ Tz \ σ if
the unique path P from t to u in T does not go through any other vertex in σ; furthermore,
we say that u is a closed entry port of t if the edge in P out of u is in R, otherwise, we say u
is an open entry port of t. Finally, we say that t ∈ Tz \ σ is reachable if all the entry ports of
t are open. See Figure 2 for an example illustrating these definitions.
A tuple (z, σ, R) is valid if for every t ∈ Tz \ σ the entry ports u ∈ σ for t are either all
closed or all open. Indeed if (z, σ, R) was part of the path induced by some τ then either t
comes before σ in τ , in which case t subtree spanned between the entry ports of t must have
been already realized; or t comes after σ in τ , in which case said subtree will be realized
later on. Thus, we can focus only on valid tuples. We define a graph H over the valid tuples
where we put a directed edge (z, σ, R) → (z, σ ′ , R′ ) if:
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σ ′ is obtained from σ by appending a reachable node (reachable with respect to the first
tuple) v to σ and removing the first node u in σ,
R′ equals R minus edges in R that are incident on u but not on any other node in σ, plus
edges from v to σ,
(u, parent(u)) ∈ R ∪ R′ ,
for each child c of u such that (c, u) ∈
/ R ∪ R′ , u is the unique (open) entry port of c
(defined with respect to the first tuple) and v ∈
/ Tc ; we call such c, a dangling child of u.
Furthermore, we define the weight of such an edge to be the discounted weight of newly
realized edges (namely, R′ \ R) plus the total value of the optimal solutions for subtrees
defined by dangling children of u. Note that the R′ \ R must connect v to other nodes in σ,
so we have all the information needed to discount their weight.
Finally, we connect s to each tuple (z, σ, R) where R is the set of edges with both
endpoints in σ and the weight of the edge is the discounted (w.r.t. σ) weight of R; and
we connect each tuple (z, σ, R) to t if the only reachable nodes adjacent to σ are dangling
children and we set the weight of the edge to be the total value of the subproblems defined
by those dangling children.
Given a path P in H we define τ to be the induced solution by taking the σ of the first
tuple in the path, and then extending the ordering by appending the new node of the σ in
the next tuple and so on. Similarly, we can define the inverse operation: Given a sequencing
τ realizing a connected component of nodes that have the root of the tree, then we can define
a sequence of tuples such that the sequence of tuples induces τ .
▷ Claim 3. Let P be a path out of s in H inducing some ordering τ . Then τ realizes exactly
the union of all the R-sets in P .
The claim is easy to prove by induction on the length of the sequence. If the sequence
has only one tuple (z, σ, R), then τ = σ and R is the set of edges realized by σ, so the claim
follows. Otherwise, if the last two tuples are (z, σ, R) and (z, σ ′ , R′ ) and v is the last node
in τ then R′ \ R is the set of edges realized by τ incident on v and we can use induction to
account for the rest.
In order to prove the correctness of our dynamic programming formulation, we need to
argue that every solution τ to the original problem induces a path of equivalent cost, and
vice-verse.
▷ Claim 4. Let τ be the sequence of nodes in the connected component C of edges realized
by the optimal solution opt having z. The sequence of tuples induced by τ forms a valid s-t
path whose weight equals
X
X
f (|du − dv |)w(u, v) +
opt[Tu ],
(u,v)∈T [C]

u∈C
/
parent(u)∈C

where du is the position of u in τ .
If the sequence is a path, then by Claim 3, τ realizes precisely the union of the R-sets in
the sequence, and the weight of the path is precisely as stated in the claim. It only remains
to show that the sequence is indeed a path. Consider two consecutive tuples (z, σ, R) and
(z, σ ′ , R′ ) along the sequence. Our goal is to show that there is an edge connecting them.
The first two conditions of a valid edge definition hold by definition of the induced sequence
of tuples. For the third condition, note that (u, parent(u)) must be realized by τ and so
parent(u) must occur within k positions of u so the edge must appear in R ∪ R′ and the
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condition holds. For the fourth condition, if we let c be a child of u such that (c, u) ∈
/ R ∪ R′ ,
′
we note that τ cannot realize this edge after σ , so it must be the case that v ∈
/ T [c] (otherwise
v would be disconnected from the root in C) and that c is dangling child of u (otherwise c
has a descendant in σ that would be disconnected from the root in C).
▷ Claim 5. For a given s-t path in H, let τ be the ordering induced by the path. Then the
set of edges realized by τ forms a connected component C that contains the root and the
weight of the path equals
X
X
f (|du − dv |)w(u, v) +
opt[Tu ],
(u,v)∈T [C]

u∈C
/
parent(u)∈C

where du is the position of u in τ .
By Claim 3, τ realizes precisely the union of the R-sets in the sequence. For every v ∈ τ
other than z, we argue that (v, parent(v)) is realized by τ . Indeed, let (z, σ, R) be the last
tuple such that v ∈ σ. If (z, σ, R) is not the last tuple, by the third existence condition on the
edge to the next tuple guarantees that (u, parent(u)) is realized. If (z, σ, R) is the last tuple,
by the existence condition on the edge to t, all reachable nodes adjacent to σ are dangling,
in particular parent(u) is not reachable. Therefore, since (v, parent(v)) is realized for all v,
using induction we get that v must be connected all the way to the root with realized edges.
Therefore the vertices in τ form a connected subtree containing the root z, and the set of
realized edges is precisely this subtree.
All this effort would be for naught, unless we could represent H succinctly. Recall that
every node in H is a tuple (z, σ, R); clearly, there are only n choices for z and only nk choices
for σ; furthermore, for an edge to be in R, since σ is a contiguous chunk of size k, they
can only realize edges with connection to the previous k nodes, thus, we can represent R
succinctly by listing those additional k nodes. Overall, there are n2k+1 edges in H; we can
list the outgoing neighboring tuples in O(n) time per tuple2 . Therefore, we can run Dijkstra
in O(n2k+2 ) time and identify the connected component of z. Since this has to be done for
every node in T , we gain an extra factor of n for a running time of O(n2k+3 ).
◀

4

Approximation Algorithms for special graph classes

In this section, we shows that we can get very good approximations for special graph classes
that go beyond trees.
kt

▶ Theorem 6. There is an nO( ϵ ) time (1 + ϵ)-approximation for Ext-TSP in graphs with
a tree decomposition of tree-width t.
Proof. Let T be the tree decomposition of our input graph G and let h = ⌈1/ϵ⌉. To simplify
the presentation of our algorithm we define an auxiliary problem, where the goal is to
partition the vertex set into clusters of size at most hk and order each part separately, the
Ext-TSP objective is computed for each part and summed up. If we let opt be the value of
the optimal solution for the original problem, we claim that opt’, the value of the optimal
solution for the auxiliary problem is not much lower; more precisely,
opt′ ≥

2

h−1
opt.
h

We do not attempt to optimize this running time.
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To see this, suppose that opt lists the vertices in the order v1 , v2 , . . . , vn . We pick a random
threshold α u.a.r. from {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}, and cluster vertices together so that for each j we
have a cluster {vhkj+1+α , . . . , vhk(j+1)+α }, yielding a solution to the auxiliary problem. Note
that the probability of an edge that is realized by opt must have endpoints that are at most
k apart in the ordering, so there is only a 1/h chance of that edge not being present in opt′ .
Although this is a randomized construction, and it just shows that E[opt′ ] ≥ h−1
h opt, it is
easy to see that there must exist a value of α that yields the desired bound3 .
Given a tree decomposition for G with treewidth t, and a bag B in the decomposition we
denote with T [B] the subset of vertices in the original graph spanned by the sub-decomposition
rooted at B. For each u ∈ B we define a collection orderings of subsets Su , such that for an
ordering σ of a subset S ⊆ V of vertices to be in Su we require that:
|S| ≤ hk,
u ∈ S, and

the subgraph S, {(a, b) ∈ E[S] : |σ(a) − σ(b)| ≤ k} is connected.
We define a dynamic programming formulation for our auxiliary problem as follows. For
each bag B in the decomposition and each |S|-tuple (σu : u ∈ B) where σu ∈ Su , we create
a dynamic programming state A[B, (σu : u ∈ B)] that corresponds to the cost of the best
solution for T [B] where each σu is the ordering of one of the clusters in the solution of the
auxiliary problem. To keep the requirements feasible we ask that for any u, v ∈ B either
σu = σv , or σu and σv do not share any vertices.
We work with a nice tree decomposition with join, forget, and introduce nodes. To define
the recurrence for A we consider each case.
Join node: Here we have two children with the same bag as the node. We simply pass
the tuple constraining the solution space to each child. To compute its value we add
the value of the two children and subtract the contribution of edges inside of B to avoid
double counting. Notice that the distance between the endpoints of E[B] is specified by
(σu : u ∈ B) so we can compute the appropriate discount of these edges.
Introduce node: Here we have a single child with a bag having one fewer element; call
it u. We remove σu from the tuple and u from B. To compute its value we add the
contribution of edges between u and other nodes in σu to the value of the child. Again,
we can use σu to discount the weight of these edges accordingly.
Forget node: Here we have a single child with a bag with one additional element, call it
u. To compute its value we need to guess the σu in the optimal solution. If u happens to
already be in the sequence σv of some v ∈ B then σu = σv . Otherwise, we must guess σu
by picking hk vertices from T [B] \ ∪v∈B σv and checking that σu ∈ Su . Going over all
possible valid states for the child bag and keeping the state with highest value yields the
value of the state of the parent bag.
For the correctness, notice that there is no loss of information in the case of a introduce
node. Let u be the node begin introduced. Either u is the only vertex in common between
B and σu , in which case u is the only vertex in T [B] by virtue of σu being connected in G,
and so it is safe to forget σu together with u in the child node. Or, there exists another
v ∈ B − u such that v ∈ σu , which case σv = σu and so the information about the constraints
we imposed in u’s part are preserved further down the decomposition.

3

Note that the argument is non-constructive in the sense that given G it is not clear how to partition G
into clusters of size hk so that opt′ ≥ h−1
h opt. The argument only guaranteed the existence of such a
clustering.
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For the correctness of the forget node case, note that the component that u belong to
in the optimal solution is connected and that B acts like a separator from T [B] to the rest
of the graph, so if u is not in the same component as any node in B, then it must be in a
component with only nodes in T [B] \ ∪v∈B σv .
There are nhkt+1 states in the decomposition and each one is considered once by a state
associated with the parent bag in the decomposition, so the overall work is linear on the
number of the states. We can enumerate the states on the fly by paying another O(n) term
per state so the total running time is nhkt+2 .
Now, setting h = 1 + 1/ϵ, the optimal solution found by DP is bound to be a 1 + ϵ
kt
approximation for the original problem in nO( ϵ ) as promised in the Theorem statement. ◀
We can use this result to obtain a (1 + ϵ)-approximation for planar graphs.
k

▶ Corollary 7. There is an nO( ϵ2 ) time (1 + ϵ)-approximation for Ext-TSP in planar
graphs.
Proof. Using Baker’s technique [2] we can find an ℓ-outerplanar subgraph G′ of the input
graph G such that value of the optimal solution to the Ext-TSP in G′ is at least 1 − 2/ℓ
the value of the optimal solution in G. Since the treewidth of G′ is no more than 3ℓ, we can
kℓ
use the algorithm from Theorem 6 get a 1 + ϵ′ approximation in G′ in nO( ϵ′ ) time. Setting
ϵ′ = ϵ/3 and ℓ = 6/ϵ, we get the desired result for any ϵ ≤ 1.
◀

5

Approximation Algorithms for general graph

5.1

Greedy

Consider the following greedy algorithm: Start with an arbitrary vertex, and on each step
append a vertex with the heaviest edge to the last-added vertex. That is, if u is the last-added
vertex, then we append the vertex v maximizing w(u, v) where v ∈ V has not yet been added
to the solution.
▶ Lemma 8. Greedy is a 2k-approximation and this is tight. It can be implemented to run
in O(m log n) time.
Proof. Let O be the edges realized by the optimal solution and let u1 , u2 , . . . , un be the
order computed by the greedy algorithm. Let d∗u be the position of u in the optimal
Pn−1
solution. Observe that the value of the greedy solution is at least i=1 f (1)w(ui , ui+1 ) =
Pn−1
i=1 w(ui , ui+1 ) as f (1) = 1. We partition O as follows, for each ui we have a part
Oi = {(ui , uj ) ∈ O : j > i}. Using the fact that f is non-increasing and the definition of
the greedy algorithm, f (|d∗u − d∗v |)w(u, v) ≤ w(u, v) ≤ w(ui , ui+1 ) for all (u, v) ∈ Oi , and
|Oi | ≤ 2k. Thus, the value of the optimal solution is
n−1
X

X

i=1 (u,v)∈Oi

f (|du − dv |)w(u, v) ≤ 2k

n−1
X

w(ui , ui+1 ).

i=1

Thus, greedy is a 2k-approximation.
To show that the analysis is tight, consider the following instance with n = (2k + 1)ℓ
consisting of ℓ 2k-stars with the centers of the stars connected with a path of length of length
ℓ − 1. All edges have weight 1. The discount function f is such that f (i) = 1 when i ≤ k and
f (i) = 0 when i > k. The optimal solution sequences one star after the other and achieves a
total cost of 2kℓ. While the greedy solution may start at the center of the “left most star”
and traverse the centers of all star and then add k pendant nodes, achieving a total cost of
ℓ − 1 + k. By making ℓ large we get an approximation ratio that tends to 2k.
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ℓ
...
...

...
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...

2k

2k

2k

2k

Figure 3 Tight instance for greedy. Optimal solution can realize 2kℓ edges while Greedy may
end up realizing only ℓ − 1 + k edges.

For the implementation, we need to maintain a maximum priority queue with the nodes
that are yet to be added to the greedy solution. The value associated with node u is the
weight of the edge connecting u to the last node in the current partial greedy solution. When
a new node is added to the greedy solution, this causes the priority of certain vertices to
be updated (up for those incident on u or down for those incident on the second last-node
of the partial solution, or either direction if incident on both nodes). The key observation
is that each edge can cause the priority of a node to be changed twice (once when the first
endpoint is added to the solution and again when that endpoint stops being the last node of
the greedy solution). Therefore, the total number of priority updates is O(m), which using a
simple binary heap yields the desired time.
◀

5.2

Cycle cover based algorithm

We can do slightly better if we use a maximum weight cycle cover as the basis for our solution.
A similar approach has been used to design approximation algorithms for max-TSP [13].


1
▶ Theorem 9. There is a polynomial time 1 + k+1
k-approximation for Ext-TSP in
general graphs.
Proof. Let A be a maximum weight set of edges such that the degree of every node is at
most 2. This problem is also known as maximum weight simple 2-matching and can be
reduced to regular maximum weight matching [27, Ch. 30]. Note that A is a collection of
paths and cycles in G. If there exists a cycle C in A, we break C by removing the lightest
edge. This gives us a collection of paths A′ . Sequencing each path gives a solution to the
Ext-TSP problem with value at least w(A′ ).
Now, given a solution to the Ext-TSP problem with value opt, we claim that we can
construct a solution to the degree bounded problem that has value at least opt/k. To
see this, note that the weight of the edges whose endpoints are at distance exactly i for
i = 1, . . . , k is a candidate solution for A. It follows then that w(A) ≥ opt/k.
This is because the edges that are counted towards the objective in Ext-TSP have
maximum degree 2k and that solution can be scaled down by a factor of k to get a fractional
solution to an exact LP formulation of the degree bounded problem. Thus, we get that
w(A) ≥ opt/k.
Let alg be the value of the solution found by our algorithm. Consider a cycle C in A
with length ℓ = |C|. Let e be the edge in C with minimum weight. Therefore, C contributes
at least w(C) − w(e) + f (ℓ − 1)w(e) to alg. Since w(e) ≤ w(C)/ℓ, we can further simplify
the previous expression to


1 − f (ℓ − 1)
w(C) 1 −
.
ℓ
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′
Now if each
 cycleC in A had length at least ℓ > k + 1, the weight of C ∩ A would be at
1
least w(C) 1 − k+2 . Let alg be the cost of the solution found by our algorithm. Then

alg ≥ w(A′ ) ≥

k+1
k+1
w(A) ≥
opt,
k+2
(k + 2)k

which matches the approximation factor of k + 1 promised in the theorem statement.
Unfortunately, cycles can be as small as ℓ = 3, which depending on f could yield a worse
approximation factor, so we need a different approach to our analysis.
∗
Let ℓ∗ be the number in [3, 4, . . . , k + 2] maximizing 1−f (ℓℓ −1) . Using the same reasoning
as above, we see that


1 − f (ℓ∗ − 1)
alg ≥ w(A) 1 −
.
ℓ∗
The first thing to note is that if ℓ∗ = k + 2 then the above analysis yield the desired
∗
−1)
1
approximation, so from now one assume ℓ∗ < k + 2 and 1−f (ℓ
> k+2
, or equivalently,
ℓ∗
that
1−

ℓ∗
> f (ℓ∗ − 1).
k+2

Consider the edges realized by the optimal solution and split them into X and Y . The
first set, X, are the edges whose endpoints are at distance at most ℓ∗ − 2 from each other; the
second set, Y , are the edges whose endpoints are at distance between ℓ∗ − 1 and k. Notice
that
opt ≤ w(X) + f (ℓ∗ − 1)w(Y ),
since all edges in Y are discounted at least f (ℓ∗ − 1), and that

w(A) ≥ max

w(X)
w(Y )
,
ℓ∗ − 2 k − ℓ∗ − 2


,

since we can use the same scaling argument on X or Y but using a smaller scaling factor
since the vertices in those edges sets have smaller degrees; namely, 2ℓ∗ − 2 and 2(k − ℓ∗ − 1)
respectively. Putting the above two inequalities together we get
opt ≤ (ℓ∗ − 2)w(A) + f (ℓ∗ − 1)(k − ℓ∗ − 2)w(A)
≤

(ℓ∗ − 2) + f (ℓ∗ − 1)(k − ℓ∗ − 2)


alg.
∗ −1)
1 − 1−f (ℓ
ℓ∗

Think of the above upper bound on the approximation ratio opt/alg as a function of
f (ℓ∗ − 1). We want to find the value 0 ≤ f (ℓ∗ − 1) ≤ 1 − ℓ∗ /(k + 2) that yields the worst
bound on the approximation ratio. The upper bound is the ratio of two linear functions of
f (ℓ∗ − 1) and is thus maximized when either f (ℓ∗ − 1) = 0 or f (ℓ∗ − 1) = 1 − ℓ∗ /(k + 2). If
ℓ∗ −2
∗
f (ℓ∗ − 1) = 0, the ratio simplifies to 1−1/ℓ
∗ , which in turn is maximized at ℓ = k + 2 and
k
∗
∗
yields a ratio of k + k+1 , as desired. Finally, if f (ℓ − 1) = 1 − ℓ /(k + 2), we again get the
same approximation ratio.
◀
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5.3

Local search algorithm

So far all the algorithms we have presented in this section have polynomial running times
that are independent of k. If we are willing to have algorithms that run in nO(k) we can get
arbitrarily good approximations.
Our local search algorithm is parameterized by an integer value ℓ ≥ k. The algorithm
maintains a solution τ and performs local search moves where some subset of ℓ nodes are
taken out of τ and sequenced optimally and attached to the end of the solution. At each
step we perform the best such move and we stop once there is no move that improves the
solution.
▶ Lemma 10. A local optimal solution is a 2 +
general graphs.

2
ℓ/k−1

approximation for the Ext-TSP in

Proof. We will use the following notation throughout this proof: For a given solution τ and
a permutation σ of ℓ elements, let τ − σ the permutation of n − k elements that we get by
removing the nodes in σ from τ . Also, let τ |σ be the permutation obtained by concatenating
σ to τ − σ. Finally, let wσ (τ ) be the discounted weight of edges realized by τ that are incident
on vertices in σ, and w(τ ) be the discounted weight of all edges realized by τ , i.e. the value
of τ .
Assume that τ is locally optimal; namely, that no local move can improve its value:
w(τ ) ≥ w(τ |σ) ∀σ : |σ| = ℓ.
Notice that w(τ ) ≤ w(τ − σ) + wσ (τ ) and that w(τ |σ) ≥ w(τ − σ) + w(σ). Therefore, a
weaker necessary condition for being locally optimal is that
wσ (τ ) ≥ w(σ) ∀σ : |σ| = ℓ.
Let us build a a collection for n + ℓ sub-sequences of the optimal solution by sliding a
window of size ℓ over opt. Call the resulting collection S. Adding up the above inequality
for all σ ∈ S we get
X
σ∈S

wσ (τ ) ≥

X

w(σ).

σ∈S

Notice that every edge realized by τ can appear in at most 2ℓ terms in the left-hand side
of the above inequality (this is because every endpoint appears in at most ℓ permutations),
while every edge realized by opt must appear in at least ℓ − k terms in the right-hand side
of the above inequality. These observation imply the following relation between τ and opt
2ℓw(τ ) ≥ (ℓ − k)w(opt),
which in turn finish off the proof of the lemma.

◀

Of course, the issue with the above algorithm is that it is not clear how to compute a
locally optimal solution. However, we can use the standard technique of only making a move
if it improves the value of the objective by at least δ/nw(opt). This guarantees that we do
not perform more than n/δ and degrades the approximation ratio by no more than 2δ. This
yields an algorithm that runs in O(nℓ+1 /δ) time.
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Conclusions and open problems

Our results can be generalized slightly. For example, one can get similar results for discount
functions f that are non-symmetric (i.e., f (u, v) ̸= f (v, u)), or when the block sizes are
non-uniform. There are, however, some interesting questions that remain unanswered:
1. Is there a polynomial-time O(1)-approximation, independent of k?
2. Is there an exact O(f (k, t)nO(k) ) time algorithm where t is the treewidth of the instance?
On the other hand, there are a few things that we can rule out. Note that we cannot
expect (1 + ϵ)-approximations even in nO(k) time since that would contradict APX-hardness
of Max TSP, and we cannot expect to get exact algorithms for bounded treewidth instances
in no(k) time either due to Min Bandwidth hardness.
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